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A case study of...
… responding to a new campus emphasis on strategic 
data management services
 
… developing new expertise and services without new 
resources
 
… learning about library data management services 
and data librarians
 
… exploring opportunities and constraints for library 
data management services
Defining data management
• Organization
• Storage
• Sharing
• Preservation
https://www.spirion.com/data-lifecycle-management/ 
New opportunities
(Piwowar, Day, & Fridsma, 2007)
● Advance science through 
validation (or not) of 
results
● Increase visibility and 
impact
● Preserve the scientific 
record
New imperatives
“The Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) hereby 
directs each Federal agency with over $100 million in annual 
conduct of research and development expenditures to develop a 
plan to support increased public access to the results of 
research funded by the Federal Government. This includes 
any results published in peer-reviewed scholarly publications that 
are based on research that directly arises from Federal funds…”
(Office of Science and Technology Policy, 2013)
Resistance factors
“Significantly limits sharing”:
1. Ability to maintain 
confidentiality
2. Lack of time
3. Lack of personnel
4. Lack of tools or 
infrastructure
(Berman, 2017b)
UVM Libraries
• Leadership in some areas of the data life cycle, but no designated functional 
specialist for data management ...
• Expertise in research, scholarly communication, information organization and 
retrieval ...
• … but no new resources
New responsibilities
• “Designs and develops services for supporting data management plans required 
by funding agencies.”
• “Works with the Office of Vice President for Research, the Office of Sponsored 
Programs and other campus partners in support of research data services.”
• “Develops training and support for data management fundamentals within and 
outside of the Libraries.”
New imperatives
Please excuse any cross-postings!
• ACRL Library Information Technology Association (LITA)
• ACRL Science and Technology Section (STS)
• Agriculture Network Information Collaborative (AgNic)
• ASEE Engineering Libraries Division (ELD)
• Databrarians Facebook Group
• Datalibs-l
• Digital Libraries Federation ($)
• NCSU Data Science and Visualization Institute for Librarians
• United States Agricultural Information Network (USAIN)
• … and more
Presentation topic
“You are providing a group consultation for undergraduate 
(senior) science students who are working to present their own 
research projects at the UVM Student Research Conference. 
They would like to tap into your expertise regarding 
presentation of their research process and findings, and best 
practices for management of their data.”http://www.uvm.edu/~uvmsrc
Applicant Experience
• Background
• Opportunity ≈ Challenge
• Questions as applicant and new hire
• Expectation vs. Reality
• Early strategy and themes
• Regional resources of interest
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So Many Questions
• What will my role be, during and after development?
• What is our vision? Campus expectations and needs?
• What scale of services?
– What depth of services can I personally maintain 
with other responsibilities?
– What are the points of referral and boundaries 
of responsibility going to be?
So Many Questions
• When UVM says “data”... what do they actually mean? 
– Big Data, little data, or both?
– Items tied to publications or anything? Old or new?
– Just DMPs? Or storage, sharing, and preservation? 
– Finding datasets? Manipulating and visualizing?
• How does “data” differ depending on who you talk to? 
– How do you limit and unify that definition to keep 
service development focused and relevant?
data
liaison
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Coordinating the different pieces
The Reality
“Folding” data services into liaison work So
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Actuality
• Data and liaison work are their own separate 
beasts
• Prioritizing time and workload with semester
• Campus conversation means chasing a 
moving target
ID Stakeholders & Partners
• Educational Technology Services (ETS)
– UVM and College of Medicine
• Office of the Vice President of Research
– Executive Director for Research 
Administration
– Grant Proposal Manager
– Grant Resources Specialist
• Sponsored Projects Administration
• Research Protection Office
ID Stakeholders & Partners
• Office of Clinical Trials Research, College of 
Medicine
– Assistant Dean for Clinical Research
– Research Navigator (new)
• UVM Foundation
– Associate Director for Foundation Relations
• Individual faculty members
Emergent Themes
• Research data services offered but little coordination
• Enthusiasm for someone to put pieces together (and create web pages they can 
link to - possible selling point)
• My experience as a newcomer:
– What would I ideally like to find? 
– How can I make services and their presentation meaningful to people, both 
at their point of need but also in anticipation of that?
Regional Professional Resources
• New England Data Management Roundtables
• Upcoming:
– Boston, Dec. 8: “Professional and Community Development in Research Data 
Management,” New England Data Management Roundtable
– Montreal, May 29 - June 1: “Once Upon a Data Point: Sustaining our Data 
Storytellers,” IASSIST (Int’l Asso. for Soc. Sci. Information Services and 
Technology) 2018 Conference
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